
MUSIC AND DANCE

AK M1 listen to a wide variety of music;

AK M2 identify feelings evoked by the music;

AK M3 move in a variety of ways to music;

AK M4 learn and sing songs chorally and individually:
• Traditional songs: lullabies;
• Syllabic song: forward and backwards;
• Christian songs of the community;
• Translated, adapted or created: 
translated nursery rhymes, adapted finger 
plays and rhymes;
• Songs in which words have been 
substituted into familiar melodies;

AK M5 experiment with elements of music: beat; 
rhythm; hi/low pitch; volume; speed/ tempo; 
texture;

AK M6 make and use musical instruments: use found 
objects and body parts;

AK M7 move rhythmically to music: walking, sway, 
slide, jumping, hopping, skipping;

AK M8 demonstrate some forms of dancing;

AK M9 express creativity in movement, mime, and 
dancing;

AK M10 move like different objects or animals;

AK M11 hear, repeat and extend a pattern with 
different variable: rhythm, speed, volume;

AK M12 move in response to the tempo and mood of 
music;

AK M13 identify familiar instruments by sound and 
appearance;

AK M14 identify and appreciate different styles of 
music.

VISUAL ARTS

AK VA1 learn the primary, secondary and tertiary 
colours. Classify colours as warm and cold;

AK VA2 mix colours to make new colours: paint, 
crayon, marker;

AK VA3 develop skills in drawing, colouring, tracing, 
cutting, pasting, painting, folding, weaving, 
rubbing, sculpting with plasticine;

AK VA4 use pictures, sculptures and collages to convey 
ideas and feelings;

AK VA5 demonstrate creative use of art materials: 
crayons, coloured pencils, scissors, glue, non- 
toxic markers, paint, chalk;

AK VA6 make syllabic letters, numbers and names 
with a variety of art materials;

AK VA7 make crafts using various materials;

AK VA8 use natural materials to create art works: 
leaves, cones, rocks, sand, grass, pussy 
willows;

AK VA9 create holiday art, to be taken to public 
places such as church, community hall, elders 
residence, etc.;

AK VA10 create more complex Art Works: mixed media, 
class or group murals, murals, mobiles, 
lanterns, snowflakes, silhouettes, picture 
books;

AK VA11 work alone, and with a partner: trace body 
shapes or as a group: mural, community map;

AK VA12 draw realistic pictures of familiar things: 
family, people, houses, pets, cars, snow 
machines;

AK VA13 draw imaginary pictures to illustrate a story, 
legend, or a piece of music; 

AK VA14 select pieces of personal art for portfolio 
collections;
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AK VA15 learn about and create art in traditional First 
Nation’s styles;

AK VA16 describe some aspects of visual art forms from 
a variety of cultures;

AK VA17 look carefully at illustrations in books;

AK VA18 understand that certain pictures and colours 
evoke emotions; 

AK VA19 begin to develop personal taste.

DRAMA

AK D1 speak comfortably alone in front of others: 
during circle time, centre time and with 
others: puppet shows, Christmas concert, 
play;

AK D2 tell stories with or without props;

AK D3 act out stories;

AK D4 talk and move like a character;

AK D5 role play different people: teacher, mother, 
grandfather, baby, father, doctor, nurse, 
dentist, grandmother, police officer;

AK D6 put on puppet shows for other grades and 
parents;

AK D7 identify and demonstrate different mimes and 
charades;

AK D8 decide, as a group, who will take each role in 
classroom drama activities;

AK D9 name different elements in performances.



ORAL COMMUNICATION

LK O 1 explore sounds, rhythms and language structures 
with guidance and on their own;

LK O2 listen and respond to others for a variety of 
purposes and in a variety of contexts;

LK O3 follow one- and two-step directions in different 
contexts;

LK O4 use language in various contexts to connect new 
experiences with what they already know;

LK O5 use language to talk about their thinking, to 
reflect and to solve problems;

LK O6 use specialized vocabulary for a variety of 
purposes;

LK O7 ask questions for a variety of purposes and in 
different contexts;

LK O8 begin to use and interpret gestures, tone of voice 
and other non-verbal means to communicate and 
respond;

LK O9 describe personal experiences, using vocabulary 
and details appropriate to the situation;

LK O10 orally retell simple events and simple familiar 
stories in proper sequence;

LK O11 demonstrate awareness that words can rhyme, 
can begin and end with the same sound and are 
composed of phonemes that can be manipulated 
to create new words.

READING

LK R1 read own name (first and last) and names of 
classmates;

LK R2 read vocabulary words and simple sentences that 
have been taught;

LK R3 demonstrate an interest in reading;

LK R4 identify personal preferences in reading materials 
in different contexts;

LK R5 respond to a variety of materials read aloud to 
them;

LK R6 use illustrations to support comprehension of 
texts that are read by and with the teacher;

LK R7 use prior knowledge to make connections to help 
them understand a diverse range of materials 
read by and with the teacher;

LK R 8 make predictions regarding an unfamiliar text 
that is read by and with the teacher, using prior 
experience, knowledge of familiar texts and 
general knowledge of the world around them;

LK R9 retell stories in proper sequence that have been 
read by and with the teacher, using pictures in the 
book and/or props;

LK R10 retell information from non-fiction materials 
that have been read by and with the teacher in a 
variety of contexts;

LK R11 demonstrate and awareness of basic book 
conventions and concepts of print when a text is 
read aloud or when they are beginning to read 
print;

LK R12 demonstrate knowledge of most alphabet letters/
syllabics in different contexts;

LK R13 begin to use reading strategies to make sense of 
unfamiliar texts.

LANGUAGE ARTS
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WRITING

LK W1 demonstrate interest in writing and choose to 
write in a variety of contexts; 

LK W2 demonstrate an awareness that writing can 
convey ideas or messages;

LK W3 write simple messages and sentences, using a 
combination of pictures, symbols, knowledge 
of the correspondence between letters/syllabic 
symbols and sounds, and familiar words;

LK W4 use classroom resources to support their writing;

LK W5 experiment with a variety of simple writing forms 
for different purposes and in a variety of contexts;

LK W6 communicate ideas about personal experiences 
and/or familiar stories and experiment with 
personal voice in their writing with the help of the 
teacher.

UNDERSTANDING OF MEDIA MATERIALS

LK M1 respond verbally and non-verbally to a variety of 
meida materials (including animated works) and 
make connections to everyday situations.



NUMBER SENSE AND 
NUMMERATION

MK N1 investigate the idea that quantity 
is greater when counting 
forwards and less when counting 
backwards;

MK N2 investigate some concepts of 
quantity through identifying and 
comparing sets with more, fewer 
or the same number of objects;

MK N3 recognize some quantities 
without having to count, using a 
variety of tools; 

MK N4 begin to use information to 
estimate the number in a small 
set;

MK N5 use, read, and represent whole 
numbers to 10 in a variety of 
meaningful contexts;

MK N6 use ordinal numbers in a variety 
of everyday contexts (Note: 
numeric ordinals are not found in 
Anihshininiimowin - please use 
‘first’, ‘next’ and ‘last’);

MK N7 demonstrate an understanding 
of number relationships for 
numbers from 0 to 10, through 
investigation;

MK N8 investigate and develop 
strategies for composing and 
decomposing quantities to 10;

MK N9 explore different Canadian coins, 
using coin manipulatives;

MK N10 demonstrate understanding of 
the counting concepts of stable 
order and of order irrelevance;

MK N11 begin to make use of one-to-
one correspondence in counting 
objects and matching groups of 
objects;

MK N12 investigate addition and 
subtraction in everyday 
activities through the use of 
manipulatives, visual models or 
oral exploration.

MEASUREMENT

MK M1 compare and order two or 
more objects according to an 
appropriate measure and use 
measurement terms;

MK M2 demonstrate, through 
investigation, an awareness of 
the use of different measurement 
tools for measuring different 
things;

MK M3 demonstrate awareness of non-
standard measuring devices and 
strategies for using them;

MK M4 demonstrate, through 
investigation, a beginning 
understanding of the use of non- 
standard units of the same size.

MATHEMATICS
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GEOMETRY AND SPATIAL SENSE

MK G1 explore, sort, and compare 
traditional and non-traditional 
two-dimensional shapes and 
three-dimensional figures;

MK G2 identify and describe, using 
common geometric terms, two-
dimensional shapes and three-
dimensional figures through 
investigation with concrete 
materials;

MKG3 compose pictures, and build 
designs, shapes, and patterns, 
using two-dimensional shapes, 
and decompose two-dimensional 
shapes into smaller shapes, using 
various tools or strategies;

MK G4 build three-dimensional 
structures using a variety of 
materials and begin to recognize 
the three-dimensional figures 
their structure contains;

MK G5 investigate the relationship 
between two-dimensional 
shapes and three-dimensional 
figures in objects that they have 
made;

MK G6 demonstrate an understanding 
of basic spatial relationships and 
movements.

 PATTERNING

MK P1 identify, create, reproduce, 
and extend repeating patterns 
through investigation, using a 
variety of materials;

MK P2 identify and describe informally 
the repeating nature of patterns 
in everyday contexts, using oral 
expressions and gestures.

DATA MANAGEMENT AND 
PROBABILITY

MK D1 sort, classify, and compare 
objects and describe the 
attributes used;

MK D2 collect objects and data and 
make representations of their 
observations, using concrete 
graphs;

MK D3 respond to and pose questions 
about data collection and graphs;

MK D4 use mathematical language in 
informal discussions.



HEALTH

PK H1 learn respect for Kihci-Manito, self and others;

PK H2 identify self as Anihshinaabe;

PK H3 name body parts and talk about their function;

PK H4 understand how to take care of one’s body.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

PK P1 participate in creative movement, dance and other daily physical activities;

PK P2 use different types of equipment safely and properly;

PK P3 develop coordination and perceptual skills;

PK P4 develop balance, ease, flexibility and strength in movement: walking, walking 
in time, running and breathing properly, skipping, jumping, hopping, hiking, 
climbing, etc.;

PK P5 demonstrate spatial awareness in closeness to others in games and in using 
equipment;

PK P6 participate in physical exercises to improve posture, balance, flexibility, 
coordination;

PK P7 move in formation with synchronized movements such as marching, square 
dancing;

PK P8 practice different movements such as crawling, sliding, rolling, somersault, 
slither in different directions and at different speeds;

PK P9 follow an obstacle course;

PK P10 play games with others such as dodge ball, catch, soccer, etc.

SAFETY

PK S1 follow safety rules in school, at home, in the community and in the bush;

 PK S2 identify safe and unsafe situations and materials;

PK S3 identify and apply basic safety rules in school, home and community: school 
bus routines, road/traffic signs, seatbelts, vehicle safety;

PK S4 identify substances that are harmful to the body such as cleaning products, 
paint, glue, ink, drugs, cigarettes, alcohol/homebrew;

PK S5 identify safe practices in the home such as washing hands before eating, 
putting food away so it will not spoil, using care around the woodstove and 
stove, climbing up and down the stairs carefully;

PK S6 identify safe practices in the classroom such as not putting small things in the 
mouth, using pencils and scissors safely, not throwing things, walking rather 
than running;

 PK S7 identify safe practices in the bush and outdoors such as not wandering off 
alone, asking which plants are safe and unsafe, using axes and matches safely;

PK S8 identify safe practices for each season such as water safety in the summer, ice 
safety in spring and winter, weather safety - to not play outside during blizzard, 
thunder and lightning, freezing rain and wearing appropriate clothing for the 
season, and eye safety in the winter, playing with snowballs;

PK S9 learn safe practices around animals such as respecting young animals and 
nests, understanding that females are protective of their young ones, being 
careful around wild animals;

PK S10 learn to play safely by knowing where it is safe to play, staying away from hydro 
lines, water pipes, ditches; not wandering off by yourself into the bush; not 
climbing buildings or playing in old buildings;

 PK S11 learn some basic first aid practices.
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EXPLORATION AND EXPERIMENTATION

SK E1 describe some natural occurrences, using their own observations and 
representations;

 SK E2 sort and classify groups of living and non-living things in their own way;

SK E3 describe and/or represent, using their own observations, patterns and cycles in the 
natural world;

SK E4 pose questions and make predictions and observations before and during 
investigations;

SK E5 select and use materials to carry out their own explorations and communicate their 
intentions;

SK E6 communicate results and findings from individual and group investigations; 

SK E7 investigate, in various ways, how different forces make things move;

SK E8 demonstrate an awareness of local natural habitats through exploration and 
observation;

SK E9 participate in environmentally friendly activities in the classroom and the school 
yard;

SK E10 investigate various materials that have different properties by manipulating and 
comparing them safely in individual and small-group explorations and describe 
their explorations.

USE OF TECHNOLOGY

SK T1 demonstrate an awareness of the safe use of all materials and tools used in class;

SK T2 experiment with simple machines and common objects and describe their 
investigations;

SK T3 investigate and use familiar technological items and describe their use in daily life;

SK T4 solve problems while designing and constructing things, using a range of tools, 
materials and techniques;

SK T5 investigate and discuss how familiar objects are designed to meet a human need.

SCIENCE & 
TECHNOLOGY
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Knowledge and Understanding

SSK K1 define self as Anihshinini through family, culture, language and heritage;

SSK K2 share personal information about themselves;

SSK K3 identify significant milestones in their lives since birth;

SSK K4 recognize personal interests, strengths and accomplishments;

SSK K5 identify and talk about their own interests and preferences;

SSK K6 identify different members of their family or people who live in their home;

SSK K7 recognize and use the proper kinship terms for family members;

SSK K8 recognize the role of grandparents in their lives;

SSK K9 identify and describe some family traditions and how families celebrate special 
occasions;

SSK K10 identify various areas in their homes and the activities that take place in those 
areas;

SSK K11 describe the patterns and routines of daily life in their homes;

SSK K12 identify the vehicles that family members drive;

SSK K13 identify types of pets and/or local animals in their home;

SSK K14 identify the six seasons and describe the changes that occur in their environ-
ment with the changing of the seasons;

SSK K15 understand how their family travels in the different seasons.

Skills

SSK S1 develop empathy for others and acknowledge and respond to each other’s 
feelings;

SSK S2 demonstrate self-reliance and a sense of responsibility;

SSK S3 interact cooperatively with others in classroom events and activities; 

SSK S4 demonstrate a willingness to try new activities;

SSK S5 begin to demonstrate self-control and adapt behaviour to different contexts 
within the school environment;

SSK S6 use a variety of simple strategies to solve social problems;

SSK S7 interact with peers and adults by expressing and accepting positive messages; 

SSK S8 demonstrate the ability to take turns in activities and discussions.

SOCIAL STUDIES
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